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Meta search websites
Commonly known as price comparison sites, meta search websites
pull rates and availability from numerous travel websites, Online
Travel Agents (OTAs), reservation systems and other sources. Just as
Confused.com or GoCompare do for insurance, travel meta search sites
display different rates together, making it easier for a user to make a
purchasing decision.
More consumers are turning to meta search websites when
researching travel purchases, as they remove the need to visit multiple
OTAs and individual property websites.
In the U.K. the largest meta search websites
are Trivago, which is owned by Expedia, and
TripAdvisor. TripAdvisor is by far the largest,
quoting nearly 260 million unique users in
the first quarter of 2014 with 810,000 hotels,
B&Bs and specialty lodgings on their website in
140,000 destinations.
To display rates and availability on meta
search sites, you need to choose a booking
engine which integrates with the major
OTAs.
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Similar to OTAs, meta search sites ask a user for the specific dates they
wish to travel and then only display properties that have availability
for those dates. Rates are displayed alongside reviews, photos and a
description of the property. The user will then ‘click through’ to one of
the OTAs to make a booking.
TripConnect
Should an operator wish to do so, it is now possible to display rates
linking directly to their own website through TripAdvisor’s TripConnect
offering.
TripConnect
is available to
accommodation
businesses that
use a TripAdvisor
certified Internet
Booking Engine
(IBE)
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The service allows accommodation providers to display their own rates
and availability on the TripAdvisor website beside the rates displayed
by OTAs such as Booking.com, Expedia and LateRooms.
TripConnect presents an opportunity to drive more bookings directly
to a property’s website rather than relying on OTAs.
A property will only feature on a search if they have availability for the
nights requested. The conversion rate of clicks to bookings is likely
to be high, because the customer can read the property’s reviews on
TripAdvisor and see the availability for their specific dates.
How TripConnect works
Every time someone clicks your ‘official website’ link you will be
charged. The price will vary e.g. properties located in popular
locations such as London and Bath will pay more than those in less
popular destinations.
Google Hotel Finder
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Google launched their own meta search platform specifically directed
at travellers called ‘Google Hotel Finder’ in Europe during 2013.
Google Hotel Finder integrates Google Maps and Google+ pages and
gathers rate and availability information from OTAs. The data is then
available to users of the Google search engine, Google Maps and
Google+.
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When a user searches for a hotel on Google, the Google Hotel Finder
results are given prominence near the top of the page; below the ads
but above the organic listings.
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When a user then clicks
on the highlighted
box, they are asked to
enter specific arrival
and departure dates
for when they wish to
travel.
Google draws rates and
availability from the
OTAs and displays the
results beside a Google Map.
There is then the option to specify a more accurate location or to
refine the search based on price, user ratings or other criteria. All of
these factors allow a user to be quite specific in the search without
leaving Google’s websites.

A user can then choose a specific hotel where they can view rates,
photos and further information about the property. From there they
may click on a booking option, which will take them to the OTA’s
website.
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If a user uses Google
Maps instead of the
search engine to
research somewhere
to stay (perhaps
because they want
to be near a specific
location), Google
Maps will present
information, rates
and booking options
automatically. Users of
Google Maps can filter
their search using a
variety of criteria, such
as: distance in minutes
from a location by car,
on foot or by public
transport; price; user
reviews or amenities.

All of the
information
above is also
displayed on
the property’s

Google+ page,
including rates,
availability and
links to OTAs.

Any business, regardless of size, who is using OTAs to display their rates
and availability should ensure that they are managing their Google+
page properly in order to capitalise on Google Hotel Finder.
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